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GSC 1377-0969 (Brh V65), GSC 0477-0889 (Brh V100) ANDGSC 0669-0674 (Brh V102) ARE NEW W UMa VARIABLES(BAV Mitteilungen No. 150)
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The three stars desribed here result from a programme to disover and lassify newvariables on the edge of the northern Milky Way. A disussion of the �rst group of starsand a more detailed desription of the programme is given by Bernhard & Lloyd (2000,Paper1). Further information and an up-to-date list of the variables an be found athttp://mitglied.tripod.de/KlausBernhard/index.html .The survey and follow-up observations by Bernhard were made using a 20-m Shmidt-Cassegrain telesope with an un�ltered Starlight Xpress SX CCD amera, with a SonyICX027B hip. Further details are given in Paper 1. The observations by Frank were madeusing a 30-m at-�eld amera and an OES-LCCD11 amera with a Kodak KAF-400hip. An IR ut-o� �lter was used for the later observations, those of Brh V100 and V102,but not for V65. The observations of Moshner were made using a 32-m Rithey-Chr�etientelesope with an un�ltered SBIG ST9 CCD amera and Kodak KAF-0261E hip. Allthe detetors have a very broad response, peaking near 6000�A, giving approximate V toR-band magnitudes, depending on the olour of the star.The magnitudes of the variables are determined relative to an ensemble of omparisonstars and are then alibrated approximately with respet to one referene star with a GSCmagnitude. In most ases small o�sets have been applied to orretly align the data dueto di�erenes in the instrumental response.GSC 1377-0969 = Brh V65 (Bernhard 2001a) (08h15m46:s8 +16Æ2105700 2000) was re-observed after the survey observations on six nights by Moshner and two nights byFrank in February 2001, and February and Marh 2002. The referene star used wasGSC 1377-0370 (V � 11:m5). Brh V65 has b = 12:3 and r = 11:2 in the USNO A2.0atalogue, and BT = 12:m2 � 0:m2 and VT = 12:m3 � 0:m3 in the Tyho-2 atalogue. Thelight urve is almost sinusoidal so there is a possible unertainty of a fator of two in the
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Figure 1. The phase diagram of GSC 1377-0969 = Brh V65 assuming that the referene star GSC1377-0370 has V = 11:m5. The CCD observations of Moshner (open squares), Frank (open irles) andBernhard (�lled irles) are folded with the ephemeris given in the text. No relative o�sets have beenapplied to the major data sets.
Table 1: Brh V65 - Times of minimaHJD O � C Min HJD O � C Min2451955.3907(2) +0.0003 II 2452321.3306(2) �0:0001 II2451956.3787(2) �0:0007 II 2452338.3917(8) +0.0002 I2451964.2923(4) +0.0007 II 2452342.3502(8) +0.0026 I2451968.4929(10) �0:0021 I

period from the photometry alone. However, an almost omplete light urve has beenobserved by Moshner whih shows a small di�erene in alternate minima. The mostlikely interpretation is that the star is a W UMa variable with almost idential elipses.The olour, although poorly determined, the range of variation, 0:m35, and the galati o-ordinates, l = 207; b = +26, are all onsistent with this interpretation, and argue againstit being a � Cephei or Æ Suti variable. In total seven elipses have been observed andthe times of minima (and errors) are given in Table 1. The light urve is shown in Figure1 and the ephemeris of primary minimum is given byHJDMinI = 2451968:495 + 0:d494514� E:�1 �2
GSC 0477-0889 = Brh V100 (Bernhard 2001b) (19h26m28:s1 +07Æ1104900 2000, l =43; b = �4) is lassed as non-stellar in GSC 1.1 and 1.2 and does not appear in theUSNO A2.0 atalogue, whih does note a faint ompanion at 800 with r = 14:3. The stardoes appear in GSC 2.2 with b = 12:5 and r = 11:3. Brh V100 was observed on 14 nightsduring the survey phase and on a further two nights by Bernhard and six nights by Frank,in August 2001. The referene star used was GSC 0477-1815 (V � 11:m1). The period
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Figure 2. The phase diagram of GSC 0477-0889 = Brh V100 assuming that the referene star GSC0477-1815 has V=11:m1. The CCD observations of Frank (open irles) and Bernhard (�lled irles) arefolded with the ephemeris given in the text.

Figure 3. The phase diagram of GSC 0669-0674 = Brh V102 assuming that the referene star GSC0669-0620 has V = 12:m0. The CCD observations of Bernhard (open irles), Frank (�lled irles) andMoshner (open squares) are folded with the ephemeris given in the text.
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has been determined unambiguously and the resulting light urve is shown in Figure 1.The two minima are slightly unequal and suggest that the star is a W UMa variable.The amplitude of 0:m15 and the GSC 2.2 olour are at least not inonsistent with thisinterpretation. An almost omplete light urve was observed by Frank whih shows asmall but lear di�erene in the elipses. The ephemeris of primary minimum isHJDMinI = 2452140:960 + 0:d60926� E:�2 �6Following the initial observations by Bernhard (2002) GSC 0669-0674 = Brh V102(04h29m24:s9 +09Æ0503100 2000) was observed on a further night by Moshner and six nightsby Frank, during January and February 2002. The referene star used was GSC 0669-0620(V � 12:m0). The period of Brh V102 has also been determined unambiguously and thestar is also shown to be a W UMa variable with an amplitude of 0:m3. Frank observed aomplete light urve and in this ase there is a lear di�erene between the two minima.The galati o-ordinates, l = 186; b = �26, are onsistent with this interpretation. Theb � r olour from the GSC 2.2 and USNO A2.0 atalogues is 1.4 and 0.9 respetively,and while not well determined, is also onsistent with the lassi�ation. Times of minimafrom six elipses are given in Table 2. The ephemeris of primary minimum isHJDMinI = 2452308:291 + 0:d38786� E:�1 �3

Table 2: Brh V102 - Times of minimaHJD O � C Min HJD O � C Min2452307.3195(9) �0:0019 II 2452309.4592(14) +0.0046 I2452308.2914(7) +0.0004 I 2452310.4216(11) �0:0026 II2452309.2610(6) +0.0003 II 2452320.3142(4) �0:0005 I
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